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Agile development practices are sometimes thought of as an undisciplined approach to software development, lacking such
things as effective defect management. However, agile development does not hinder the use of formal defect management processes in any way. On the contrary, agile development does much to reduce the incidence of defects in the first place. This article
will paint the picture of defect prevention and management within an agile development environment.

T

here are a number of methodologies
and approaches to agile development.
For the sake of this article, the discussion
will center on how we at AgileTek handle
defect management within the context of
a software project that uses our Agile+
methodology1. There is sufficient overlap
between the various agile methodologies
that this discussion should have ample
application to any of them
Software defects only exist if, at the
end of the day, someone says, “This software is not accomplishing the purpose for
which it was written with the accuracy, efficiency, and ease of use that was intended.”
This article discusses defect management in two broad categories: requirements defects and implementation defects.
The term requirements is used in a broad
definition to include all types of requirements, functional specifications, and other
means to define what the software is supposed to do and, from a functional perspective, how it is supposed to do it.
Implementation defects refer to defects in
architecture, design, coding, installation, or
any other aspect of the technical implementation of a software development
project.
Let me begin with a case in point. More
than a decade ago, I and the other future
AgileTek co-founders received a functional specification from a large ($13 billion
today) consumer products company. It was
not an overly complex system, but the
functional specification ran to more than
400 pages. The painstaking detail of the
document was impressive; every detail of
the user interface, validation rules, and
exactly how everything was to work was all
spelled out. We got the job.
While the software was intended for
use by the field sales force, our customer
was the information technology (IT)
organization. We suggested that perhaps it
would be wise for our development team
to sit down with some of the intended
users and review the specifications. We
were told that the IT folks had already
done that and, moreover, the effort had
taken up more of the users’ time than they
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wanted to give; there was no need for any
further review. All we needed to do was to
build and test the software to spec – what
we call spec conversion in our business.
What seemed like a straightforward
task of turning the specifications into bits
and bytes got complicated when we discovered that what it said on page 83 contradicted what it said on page 183 and so
forth. Could we have possibly analyzed,
absorbed, and understood those 400 pages

I relate this story to underline the
importance of building the right software.
Requirements defects of any nature are
the most disastrous and costly. How are
requirements and requirements defects
managed in Agile+, a software development methodology1? Several of the components of this methodology speak directly to this issue.

“There is no substitute

One of the problems in the anecdote
above was the fact that the people who
really needed the system to do their work
were isolated from the people who were
building the system. Some development
organizations try to keep the customer at
arm’s length. By building a lot of customer
involvement into our projects, we ensure
that we are getting adequate and frequent
feedback to keep the project on target.
In Agile+, the customer is treated as a
full-fledged member of the development
team with access to all the information to
which the rest of team is privy (e.g., defect
logs, issue lists, etc.). Once on the team,
constant effort is made to ensure that the
customer is an integral part of that team.
An Agile+ project is steered by a dedicated individual (customer or customer
proxy) who is empowered to determine
requirements, set priorities, and answer
programmers’ questions as they arise.
This is one of the most critical issues
in managing requirements defects. There is
no substitute for adequate client involvement.
Clients must invest the right amount of
time from the right people if they are
going to get an effective result.

for adequate client
involvement. Clients must
invest the right amount
of time from the right
people if they are going
to get an effective
result.”
well enough to catch such problems before
we began? Of course not. More importantly, do you think that anyone in the sales
force really analyzed, absorbed, and understood those 400 pages even though they
approved the specification? Most assuredly not! Their eyes probably glazed over
around page 20, and they had no choice
but to approve a specification they neither
had the time nor skill to understand.
Eventually the questions were all
answered (by the IT folks, not the users),
the system was installed in a test environment, and a group of users came to town
for user acceptance testing. At the end of
the first day of explaining how the system
worked with the users and letting them get
some hands-on experience, my architect
asked the user-group’s supervisor what
she thought of the software. “This isn’t
the software we need!” was her disheartening reply.

Customer at the Center of
the Project

Flexibility to Meet Client’s
Special Needs

If there is any conflict between the products produced by our methodology and
the customer’s needs, the methodology is
adapted to serve the customer. For example, Agile+ takes a minimal approach to
documentation – only enough to ensure
proper execution and maintenance.
www.stsc.hill.af.mil
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However, in regulated environments such
as pharmaceutical research, painstakingly
detailed documentation is almost always a
required byproduct of any related software
development. In such a case, normal documentation procedures are modified to
meet project requirements.

Business Process Analysis

A thorough understanding of the business
objectives that the software must achieve is
crucial to reaching desired results. Too
often the development team does not get
involved early enough in the process to
define the software to be built. The discussions that take place during iteration planning sometimes are not enough to ensure
an understanding of the underlying business process to be supported. By the way,
I am using the term business process in the
broadest sense, to include manufacturing
processes, military processes, or any
process that needs to be carried out to
accomplish the goals of an organization.
A formal, facilitated business process
analysis (BPA), with the entire development team
present, should begin any development
effort. It is usually not enough for some
BPA professionals to work for days and
weeks to produce a BPA document, hand
it to the development team, and say, “Read
this.” The discussions and nuances that
occur during the BPA sessions cannot all
be put into words, and certainly the development team cannot gain the depth of
understanding needed to design and build
the right application without personal participation in the BPA.
There is a very important point behind
all of this. Despite all of our processes and
technologies, software development is a
rather new industry compared to something like building houses, which we have
been doing for thousands of years. There
are too many variables in building software, too many nuances, and too many
possible user actions and paths through
the system. Time to gain a personal understanding is needed, and the BPA is the perfect vehicle.

User Stories and Story Actors

Expressing requirements in terms that
everyone can understand goes a long way
to ensure you are building the right software. Many approaches to requirements
definition produce results that are all but
incomprehensible to the customers who
really understand what the software needs
to be.
In Agile+ and many other approaches
to agile development, requirements for the
system are gathered through user stories
(sometimes referred to as use cases) that
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are developed through customer interaction. A user story does not fully define a
requirement; rather, it defines an underlying business need from which the requirements can be determined. Later during
architecture development, these stories
inform the scenarios that are used to help
validate the architecture.
We have added to the concept of stories
the concept of story actors. Actors are personifications of the various categories of
users that the system will encounter.
Thinking of the requirements in terms of
actors brings the requirements to life, and
unmasks nuances that would otherwise
remain invisible to both the developers
and the customer. It enables the requirements to be written in terms of how the
system will be used versus desired func-

“The key tenet in all
agile software
development methods is
iterative development and
the unforgiving honesty
of working code.”
tions. Finally, by associating who is doing
what, it helps conceptualize and compartmentalize the functions.
This approach allows high-level
requirements to be expressed in terms
understandable to users who really know
what the system needs to do and to executives who must approve them.

Iterative Development

Short iterations allow the customer to see
completed functionality very early on so
that feedback is not only meaningful, but
also received in time to keep the project on
track with respect to the final project goals.
The key tenet in all agile software
development methods is iterative development and the unforgiving honesty of
working code. The concept of iterative
development has been around for a long
time and is perhaps best known through
the application of spiral development.
Our iterations are kept short, generally
no more than three to five weeks.
Iterations begin with an iteration planning
session during which the customer and
project team select the user stories to be
implemented during the iteration. Once
the user stories are selected, the iteration
planning continues with consideration of

such elements as screen designs, user
workflow, data input/output, etc. This is
then input to a period of design (days of
design) wherein business analysts and developers work together to develop specifications and produce component designs.
Tests for these designs are developed prior
to writing the code; the code is then exercised using these tests.
At the end of each iteration, we deliver working code for the stories implemented and review it with the customer. This
enables our customer and us to evolve our
understanding, challenge assumptions, and
make informed choices and decisions.
Using the information gained during the
iteration review, we are in a much better
position to plan the next iteration.
A software development effort meeting its requirements is analogous to a projectile hitting its target. In effect, each iteration is an opportunity to provide the
development project mid-course guidance.
By keeping the time period between iterations to no more than five weeks, the feedback loops are kept short, thus providing
frequent guidance and ensuring the project
never gets far off-track. Iterative development
is perhaps the single most important vehicle for
managing requirements defects.
In addition to building the right software, i.e. effectively managing requirements and requirements defects, the more
traditional concept of defect management,
building the software right, must also be
addressed. Implementation defects are a
major source of project trouble in traditional methodologies where late-stage integration brings system modules together
near the end of the project. This usually
results in an unbelievable number of
defects. The development team goes into
near paralysis while they try to get their
newly integrated, defect-ridden system
repaired to the point where meaningful
system testing can even begin.
One of my colleagues for many years
liked to refer to “Larry’s two-phase software development methodology – defect
creation and defect removal!” Agile+ takes
a two-pronged approach to implementation defects. Some of the practices help
prevent defects from ever getting into the
software, and others facilitate early detection and repair.
Let us examine the practices of Agile+
that impact implementation defects.

Identifying System
Components and Interfaces

Clearly defined components and interfaces
are key to quality code. Especially for complex systems, it is important to assure conceptual integrity in the final product. Also,
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because complex systems can be large, it is
important to enable the system to be
developed in an environment of distributed ownership.
Architecting a system simply means
identifying the constituent components of
the system and defining the interrelationship(s) between them. The best architectures are isomorphic (one-to-one) mappings between problem and program
space. This ensures that a system’s underlying structure and components mirror
the problem being solved. This means that
for the program to change requires that
the problem changes, and as a result, you
are change-proofing your program. While
there may be more efficient ways to solve
a problem (e.g., creating one module to
perform similar functions by invoking it in
a context sensitive way), this efficiency will
almost always come at the expense of
time spent debugging and later modifying
the program if one or more of the functions change.
However, it also means something
more. By defining the relationships
between the various components, you have
gone most of the way toward establishing
agreements for the interfaces. The power
of interface agreements is that they serve
as restrictive liberators. In other words, the
individuals working on various system
components are free to design the internals of those components without regard
for potential untoward effects on the rest
of the system – so long as the interface
agreements are honored.
As you can see from this discussion, a
rigorous approach to identifying components and adherence to well-defined interfaces severely limits the effect that defects
can have, thus making it easier to localize
and repair defects when they do occur.

Collective Ownership

The team approach leverages the entire
team’s thinking on critical problems and
ensures that no one is working in a vacuum, possibly going off in the wrong direction. The pride of ownership diffuses
through the entire team, creating a high
degree of motivation to write good,
defect-free code. Peer pressure is very
effective if there is someone on the team
who is creating more than his or her share
of defects, thus creating problems for
everybody.

Continuous Integration

Software development history is strewn
with projects that failed at the critical juncture of integration – bringing all of the
components together near the end of the
project. Continuous integration uncovers
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integration issues early. In this manner,
integration defects, if any, are introduced
one at a time as small pieces are integrated
into the system and therefore are resolved
more easily.

Relentless Testing/Automated
Contract and Regression Testing

Requiring developers to submit virtually
defect-free code to start with ensures not
only a high quality product, but also consistent quality throughout the project.
Agile+ requires that software contracts be
written and automated tests designed
before coding begins2. Contracts define
the pre-conditions, post-conditions, and
class invariants for any function to be
written, and the automated tests check for
these.

“Too often defect
management is so
focused on defect repair
and getting the software
out the door that we fail
to learn from what is
happening.”
Before a developer can check code
into the configuration management system, he or she must have a build of the
entire system, including new code on
either his or her development computer or
on a test system designated for that purpose. The developer must then run not
only his or her newly written automated
test for the new code, but also all automated tests that exist for the entire system.
Only when all tests return defect-free
results may the developer add his or her
new code to the project. In this way, very
few defects are introduced into a project
build and the system under development
is maintained in a relatively defect-free
state at any given time.

Refactoring3

Designs and architectures are boldly
changed when needed to maintain the
correct architecture throughout the project. Development that proceeds without
fully automated tests on the entire system
as described above soon reaches the
point where major changes in architecture become too risky. Developers then
will use workarounds, kludges, and other

poor programming practices to avoid
doing what they should do – make the
major changes necessary to make the system work the way it really should.
Refactoring is what enables this architectural and design rework. It keeps the system clean and contributes greatly to minimizing defects and making it easier to
identify and repair defects that do occur.

Pair Programming

“Two heads are better than one” (and
sometimes cheaper, too). Putting two
developers on very complex or high-risk
tasks decreases the risk of poor results.

Coding Standards

The maintainability of code is directly
affected by having good coding standards, not the least of which is guidelines
for properly commenting code.
In addition to these best practices
designed to prevent defects, you will of
course need some system for tracking
defects, defect repairs, certification of
repair after retesting, documentation of
items found in system testing that are not
really defects but future enhancements,
etc. These tracking systems may be more
or less sophisticated depending on project complexity and client requirements.
In some regulated environments, such
as pharmaceutical or Department of
Defense environments, it may be necessary to track defects and repairs back to
the original affected requirements. The
goal of defect tracking in Agile+ is to
have no more tracking than necessary to
achieve project goals, legal or client
requirements, and metrics desired to analyze effectiveness of the software development effort.
Defect management systems should
track a number of basic things, including
the following:
• An accurate description of the defect,
including detailed steps for reproducing the defect and as much information as possible about the application
environment at the time the defect
was discovered.
• History of the defect, including who
discovered it, who is assigned to
repair it, when it was fixed, who is
assigned to verify and certify the
repair.
• Where the defect originated. In other
words, why is this defect here? Is it a
mistake in requirements, architecture,
design, coding, or perhaps faulty tools
such as a compiler defect, etc?
Too often defect management is so
focused on defect repair and getting the
software out the door that we fail to learn
www.stsc.hill.af.mil
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from what is happening. Analysis should
take place to determine why the defect
occurred, not just where. Was it bad
information, inadequate skills to do the
job right, careless execution, or some
other cause? Knowing why the defect
occurred will help us continuously
improve our processes and performance.
In conclusion, Agile+ provides a set
of practices that focus on prevention of
both requirements and implementation
defects while facilitating the effective and
efficient identification and repair of
defects that do get into the project.◆

Notes

1. Agile+ is a further refinement of Code
Science, which is described in
“Odyssey and Other Code Science
Success Stories,” CrossTalk Oct.
2002: 19-21.
2. Bertrand Meyer introduced the idea of
Design by Contract. For more on this,
see his book Object-Oriented Software
Construction. 2nd ed. Prentice Hall,
1997.
3. Martin Fowler defines refactoring as
“the process of changing a software
system in such a way that it does not
alter the external behavior of the code
yet improves its internal structure.” For
more on refactoring, see his book

Refactoring: Improving The Design of
Existing Code. 1st ed. Addison-Wesley,
1999.
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